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ABSTRACT
Many of the guidelines that inform how designers create data
visualizations originate in studies that unintentionally ex-
clude populations that are most likely to be among the “data
poor”. In this paper, we explore which factors may drive at-
tention and trust in rural populations with diverse economic
and educational backgrounds - a segment that is largely un-
derrepresented in the data visualization literature. In 42 semi-
structured interviews in rural Pennsylvania (USA), we find
that a complex set of factors intermix to inform attitudes
and perceptions about data visualization - including educa-
tional background, political affiliation, and personal experi-
ence. The data and materials for this research can be found
at https://osf.io/uxwts/

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centeredcomputing→Visualization theory, con-
cepts and paradigms;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Access to data can provide insight into our political, social,
and physical environment. Following the development of
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Figure 1: We interviewed 42 community members in rural
PA about their perceptions of data visualization. Above:
Lewisburg Farmersmarket - one of our interview sites

web-based creation tools [7, 50, 51, 59], the recent prevalence
of data visualization on the web has ushered in new-found
hope for broadly accessible, engaging visualizations that can
empower everyday people to understand and reason with
data [57]. But what are the implications for people that do not
pay attention to or understand this data?
Despite the emergence of data on the web, people often

do not maximize these new opportunities for engagement [8,
35, 36], with potentially dire consequences [10]. Yu contends
that the “information poor” are disadvantaged in many di-
mensions that can fundamentally alter their engagementwith
society - lack of economic resources, basic literacy and skills,
necessary service infrastructure, among others [61, 62].
Rural people are particularly vulnerable to information

paucity due to economic and infrastructure challenges [10].
In comparison to their urban or suburban counterparts, rural
populations tend to see gaps in education, income, device
availability, and internet access [25, 45, 46]. For example, Bur-
rell remarks that digital inequality in rural regions is funda-
mentally a matter of exclusion [10].
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Initiatives to broaden the accessibility of visualization are
hardly novel. However, while traditional efforts to improve
information and visualization literacy typically focus on ed-
ucation initiatives [1, 19, 20], rural education faces infrastruc-
ture and funding challenges that make large-scale changes
unlikely for the near future. As information visualization
continues to serve as amediator for everyday people to under-
stand how data describes and dictates their lives, it becomes
important to question whether findings formed in laboratory
settings still apply to audiences in hard-to-access communi-
ties that with diverse economic and educational backgrounds.
In this paper, we share the results of 42 interviews with

residents of rural Pennsylvania about their attitudes towards
data visualization in an effort to begin articulating the fac-
tors that drive both perceptions of data, as well as attention
towards data visualizations.

2 BACKGROUND
Communicating data to audiences with diverse backgrounds
comes with a variety of challenges. Encounters with data can
be manipulated by several factors, including experience or
education [15, 22, 23, 37, 41, 44, 56], biases [4, 36, 42, 44, 55, 58],
and attention [14, 31]. Kennedy andHall consider that several
different attitudes may mediate interaction with data - about
subject matter, source or original location, and self-perceived
skills to decode visualizations [31]. Our focus on people in ru-
ral settings is motivated by the population’s absence in the vi-
sualization literature, and that gaps in education, income, and
literacy [10, 25]may impact perceptions of data visualizations.

Which visualizations do people understand?
Accounting for a person’s prior experience with data visu-
alization is a challenge that can undermine even the most
basic attempts to communicate data [9, 38, 39, 41]. Visualiza-
tion literacy most often refers to the capability of a person
“to read, comprehend, and interpret” graphs [38]. While ed-
ucation is often pointed to as a driver of poor visualization
literacy, new graphic representations that are not accompa-
nied by training can cause problems for people regardless of
their background [15, 23, 37, 41]. Most attempts at making
data visualizations more broadly accessible focus on various
components of education [19, 20]. For example, Ruchikachorn
andMueller promote literacy through morphing one design
into another [49] and Alper et al. created a tablet-based web
application to teach data visualization to K-12 students [1].

Lack of familiarity may also drive surprising results within
the data visualization community. In one telling example,
graphs were used to communicate information between doc-
tors and patients. Hakone et al. found that pie charts that
sampled temporal dimensions were more effective at commu-
nicating change-over-time data when compared to temporal
area charts among older patients [24].

Which visualizations do people pay attention to?
While data visualization research typically investigates peo-
ple who have already engaged with a graph, it is also critical
to identify obstacles that impede interest or attention towards
data in the first place. These issues arise more dramatically
in the web’s attention economy, where websites may have
as little as 50 milliseconds to make a positive impression on
users [40], and opinions about infographics may be formed
within 500 ms [27].How can we drive attention to data without
compromising the integrity of the data?
In the context of data visualization, the answer to what

drives attention is multifaceted and difficult to summarize suc-
cinctly. For example, there have been renewed efforts in un-
derstanding the impact of emotion on data visualization [28],
as well as emotion in data visualization [8, 31]. These inves-
tigations often center around the value of visually rich rep-
resentations of information (such as infographics), even if
some forms distort or distract from the data. Pictographs and
isotypes have studied within the context of helping commu-
nicate Bayesian reasoning [43], eliciting empathy [8], and
improving engagement [26]. Focusing on indices of recall and
recognition, Borkin et al. investigates the topic ofmemorabil-
ity within the context of data visualizations [5, 6], following
a study by Bateman et al. [3]. The core takeaway is that graph
titles and visual embellishments may facilitate long-term re-
tention that extend beyond in-the-moment understanding.

A balance is needed, however, to avoid skewing data, as bi-
ases that have been well-studied in the psychology literature
are increasingly found toplay a role inhowpeople understand
data in visualizations [4, 36, 42, 44, 55, 58]. It is an important
step to articulate how these biases manifest themselves not
just at a broad, generalized level, but also with underrepre-
sented populations, whichmay differ in their educational and
socioeconomic profiles.
Finally, there has been an emerging body of work that sit-

uates data visualization more specifically within the web’s
attention economy. Kim et al. found that visualizing personal
and social predictions of data on theweb canpositively impact
the recall and comprehension of that data [33, 34]. Relevant to
this work, a sequence of research by Kim et al. and Hullman
et al. used simple analogies of physical measurements to aid
in the understanding of abstract values [30, 32]. These studies
suggest that presenting data in a personal, familiar manner
may yield positive benefits to more diverse web audiences.

Whymight rural populations be different?
Technological barriers and the “digital divide” remain as im-
portant, ongoing issues in rural America, where economic
and infrastructure obstacles can fundamentally undermine
the impact of emerging visualization tools and platforms [10,
45, 46, 53]. For example, research has found that financial
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factors in low-income communities often point to differences
in access to devices - people with lower incomes tend to be
more reliant on phones or public computers as their primary
access points to the internet [53, 54]. Device constraints re-
sult in a host of problems for interactive data visualization,
which often depend on screen real estate and mouse-based
interaction [12, 17, 18, 48]. In addition, internet access may be
intermittent, expensive, or unreliable, which can impact ac-
cess to information resources. These challenges are mirrored
in rural, central Pennsylvania (the focus of our study), where
user access to high-speed internet can not be an assumption,
and the long decline of the coal industry has brought with it
gaps in income and education [13, 21, 52, 60].

Overcoming visualization literacy is a challenge in all con-
texts, but rural environments introduce additional constraints.
Rural adult literacy programs face barriers due to financial
resources and geographic isolation, resulting in less than 5
percent of the population being served by adult education
programs [60]. As a result, large-scale education initiatives
that necessitate widespread adoption and implementation
may not be possible.

Together, these factors can drive inequality in the access of
understandable data, andas a result, contribute to information
inequality and “the information poor” [10, 61, 62]. Despite ru-
ralpopulations’under-representation in thedatavisualization
literature, groups thatmirror those in rural Pennsylvania com-
pose of nearly 60million people in the United States. It is with
this in mind that we focus on understanding which factors
drive attention towards (and away from) data visualizations.

3 STUDY: INTERVIEWS IN RURAL PA
We performed a series of interviews with community mem-
bers in central Pennsylvania with the goal of capturing initial
perceptions of data visualization.

Stimuli
To create a basis for discussion, we selected 10 different data
visualizations that broadly involve the impact of drugs in the
United States (Figure 4). These charts were chosen to repre-
sent a diverse set of features, including form, visual appeal,
and source (Table 1). For the context of this study, we define
source as the location in which the chart was discovered, not
the originof the data. Each chartwaspresented toparticipants
in color on individual sheets of paper.

Participants
We interviewed 42 participants from three locations:

• Staff members at a local university (13). Participants
largely identified as working in food services as cashier,
line server, prep kitchen, ormanagement.

AGE

Some high school
High school graduate
Some college credit

Associate degree
Bachelor's degree

Postgraduate (Masters)
Professional degree

Doctorate degree Education

Very 
Liberal

Very 
Conservative

Very Low 
(None)

Very High

8

0

Political Identity Personal Impact of Drug Abuse

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74

75+
Age Range

0 10

Participant Demographic Information (N = 42)

0

9

100

Figure 2: Demographics of the community members we in-
terviewed. Our participants represented diverse educational
backgrounds and ages.

• Employees at a local construction site (5). Participants
largely identified as working in demolition or labor.

• Visitors of a local farmersmarket (24). Participantswere
diverse in their backgrounds and occupations.

For each participant, we collected their age, school district,
political affiliation (“very liberal”(1) to “very conservative”(7)),
familiarity with graphs and charts, educational background,
and the extent towhich they had been personally impacted by
drugs and/or addiction (see Figure 2). Of the 28 participants
that offered optional information about family income, 12
reported combined family incomes of less than $45,000 a year.
7 reported family incomes of more than $85,000 per year.

Procedure
We followed a semi-structured interview process that var-
ied depending on participant responses. Below, we give an
overview of the interview structure, as well as the number of
participants that were asked each question.

1. Introduction and consent.
2. Graphs presentation and ranking. The 10 graphs in Figure 4
were presented on 10 sheets of paper. Participants were given
asmuch time as needed to consider thembefore responding to
the followingprompt: “Basedonhowuseful theyaretoyou,
arrange the graphs frommost useful to least useful”. The fram-
ing of this prompt is critical and can guide participants in a
number of directions. Based on a series of pilots,we found that
‘useful’ was most successful in encouraging participants to
express their own values in the context of data visualizations.
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Dependingontherankings that theparticipantsgave,we in-
troduced a number of follow-up questions. Themost common
were prompted by similar graphs thatwere ranked differently:

• If line graphs were ranked differently, why? (N=35)
• If maps were ranked differently, why? (N=22)
• If infographics were ranked differently, why? (N=16)

3. Sources are revealed: The sources of the graphs were re-
vealed on the paper (Table 1). The researcher provided a brief
background of unfamiliar sources (e.g. “The National Vital
Statistics System is part of the U.S. government’s Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)”). After revealing the
sources, participants were asked if they would like to change
their rankings, as well as their rationale.

4. Demographics questions:Demographicswere collected after
the interview to prevent priming participant responses.

Interviews typically lasted approximately 15 minutes. Par-
ticipants were given $10 as compensation. This study was
approved by the IRB at Bucknell University.

4 ANALYSIS
To associate responses with graphs, we use a process that is
informed by the abbreviated version of grounded theory [11].
Instead of using existing visualization literature or theory to
pre-generate a set of codes and themes, the research team
generated codes and themes by systematically going through
the interview transcriptions.We use this particular process in
order to mitigate the influence of assumptions from previous
visualization research onto our group of participants. Our
process was as follows:
(1) Following the completion of interviews, transcripts

were segmented to reflect the interview structure. Cod-
ing was performed section-by-section and further or-
ganized by graph.
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Dist. of Participant Rankings per Graph

Figure 3: Distribution of rankings given to each chart.While
graphs provoked diverse opinions, infographics yielded the
most polarized responses from participants (Graphs F and J)

(2) Twomembers of the research team iteratively analyzed
the the transcripts, generating codes and themes until
it was believed that a saturation point was reached.

(3) Independently, two additional members of the research
team used these codes to label all 42 transcripts. During
this process, they generated new codes in order to best
capture responses.

(4) This data was returned to the twomembers of our re-
search team described in (2), who revised the codes and
themes based on this input.

The aggregated tallies of these codes, as well as the mate-
rial of our study, can be found in our open repository: https:
//osf.io/uxwts/.When interpreting the number of instances of
each code throughout the paper, it’s important to remember
that due to the semi-structurednatureof our interviews,many
participants didnotmake direct comments aboutmost graphs.

Rankings Overview: Clarity, Simplicity, and Color
To give an overview of participant rankings after viewing
the 10 data visualizations, Figure 3 shows the distribution
of initial rankings of each graph. The most common codes
associated with graphs across our interviews are as follows:
Colorful (29) 1,Confusing (29),Clear (26), Simple (26),Relatable
(21),Attractive (20), Informative (19), Cluttered (17)

At this high level, we broadly see themes of simplicity, clar-
ity, and aesthetics that alignwith other categorizations in data
visualization [27, 31].While tensions between highly stylized
visualizations that emphasize engagement and minimal de-
signs that prioritize understanding echo ‘chart junk’ debates
that have simmered for years in the HCI and visualization
communities [3, 5, 6], we observed trends among our partic-
ipants that suggest they gravitated towards straightforward
visual encodings. Simple bar graphs (Graphs A, B) and line
graphs (Graph I) emerged as among our more highly ranked
charts. For example:

“I think the ones with the pictures or the bars and fewer lines
would probablymake sense to more people, and themore details
you get probably it get more convoluted to people” – P2, 35-44
year old, college degree

We resist sharing over-aggregated views of the data at this
juncture for a simple reason - the distribution of rankings in
Figure 3 demonstrates diverse viewpoints that could be easily
hiddenwithin summaryviews.As a simple example,we found
that perceptions of clarity typically did not refer to a deep
understanding of the data, but an ability to quickly extract
the gist of the data, which often involved factors independent
of the visual encoding. For P7, clarity was topical in nature,

1This value is likely inflated due to a question in which participants
compared the two lines graphs - 16 of the mentions are about Graph I

https://osf.io/uxwts/
https://osf.io/uxwts/
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Figure 4: The graphs shown to participants. Each graphwas presented on an independent sheet of paper

# Topic Type Found on (Source) Perceptions (Code Frequency)
A Severity of cannabis vs.

other drugs
Bar National Institute on Drug

Abuse (NIDA)
Relatable(4), Informative(2)

B Comparison of drug, vehicle,
and firearm deaths over time

Bar / Line BreitBart Confusing(2), Informative(2)

C Drug use in ‘street’ youths
vs. youths in households

Isotype National Institute on Drug
Abuse (NIDA)

Simple(3), Not trusted(3), Clear(2), Relat-
able(2)

D Overdose deaths involving
opioids by county

Map The Economist Clear(4), Attractive(3), Confusing(3),
Cluttered(3), Simple(3), Relatable(3)

E Opioid overdose prevention
indicators for PA counties

Heat map Drexel University Cluttered(8), Confusing(8), Clear(4),
Colorful(4), Informative(4)

F Overdose increase from pain
medication

Infographic AgriMed (Medical Cannabis) Attractive(5), Confusing(5), Simple(4)

G Drug overdoses over time Line National Vital Statistics
System (NVSS) - CDC

Confusing(6), Simple(3), Cluttered(2),
Intriguing(2)

H Overdose deaths by country
(15-to-44-year olds)

Map The New York Times Clear(4), Colorful(3), Relatable(3), Simple(3)

I Overdose death rates over
time

Line Business Insider Colorful(16), Attractive(6), Clear(6),
Simple(5)

J The science of drug abuse Infographic Alternatives in Treatment
(Rehab Center)

Informative(4),Attractive(3), Relatable(3)

Table 1: Graphswere chosen for representing diverse styles and sources. Codes are derived from interviews.When
interpreting frequencies, recall that many participants chose to only comment on a select group of graphs
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telegraphed by the visual presence of a brain representing
addiction in Graph J:

“...if you’re just walking past, and you see it and you say ‘oh that
has to do with the brain; I wanna stop and read that’. But you
know like with this one [points to Graph G], you just say ‘oh
yeah it goes up; it goes down” - P7, 55-64 year old, high school
graduate

Comparisons between the two line graphs - Graph G and
Graph I - demonstrate how critiques of clarity and aesthetics
often blurred together for our participants. 16 participants
identified color as a distinguishing factor in their prioritiza-
tion of Graph I over Graph G (Table 1), but they were often
ambiguous as to whether color referenced general appeal or
an improved visual encoding.

“Color. The color makes it stand out more” – P17, 25-34 years
old, high school graduate

While the terms ‘confusing’ and ‘cluttered’were commonly
used to critique data visualizations (29 and 17 times, respec-
tively), many participants struggled to articulate any further
reason why they disliked a particular chart. In the following
sections, we will look into individual factors that help lend
insight into these unspoken values and perceptions of data
visualizations.

Data is Personal
Regardless of style, clarity, or ease-of-understanding, our in-
terviews served as a reminder that data can be intimate and
personal, and that those ties may supersede many other di-
mensionsofdesign.We foundmore than20 instances inwhich
participants referenced a relatable component of the graph’s
content (the code relatability). Consider the following partic-
ipants discussing why they valued Graph J - our only chart
that makes reference to alcohol:

“Information about alcohol right there [in Graph J]. I was a func-
tioning alcoholic. The most important person in my life is an
alcoholic. Right now that’s important to me” – P14, 65-74 year
old, college graduate
“Well [Graph J] obviously gets me because I drink and smoke.”
– P30, 25-34 year old, some high school but no diploma

Like much of America, the opioid crisis has been especially
destructive in central Pennsylvania - a region that has ex-
perienced economic hardship in some sectors alongside the
decline of the coal industry. Our participants were no excep-
tion, and the importance of communicating the dangers of
opioids emerged repeatedly during our interviews.

“I have a few friends that died [from drug overdoses] so [Graph
F] made me put it that way” – P29, 25-34 year old, high school
graduate

“I picked [Graph E] because this has different counties. And you
can see which counties have the most opioids... I put [Graph G]
because it’s a line graph and once again it points out that opioid
is the number one cause of death...basically what it comes down
to is that opioids is the number one killer in Pennsylvania” –
P34, 25-34 year old, high school graduate
“As for some of the other [graphs], I happen to know quite a
few people who unfortunately happen to have an issue with
opioids... and it’s something you consider... are you going to see
that person tomorrow or not?” – P30, 25-34 year old with some
high school, but no diploma

Personalexperiencesnotonlymoldedperceptionsofgraphs
that contained opioid data, but also graphs that did not refer-
ence opioids. P20 said the following about disliking Graph J:
“Because [Graph J] doesn’t show anything on it about opioids
and I think that is one of the biggest problems. It shows mari-
juana, crack cocaine, cigarettes and alcohol. You don’t see many
people dying from that.” – P20, 18-24 year old with some high
school, but no diploma

At the conclusion of the interview, participants were asked
to rate on a 1-to-7 scale how they have been personally im-
pacted by drug abuse (either themselves or people they care
for). 22 of our 42 participants responded with a 5 or higher,
including 8 participants respondingwith a 7 out of 7 (Figure 2).
For most of our participants, these experiences were unspo-
ken and not captured by our interviews. And yet, for those
that were impacted so significantly, it is possible that they
trumped every other factor we analyze in this paper.

Geographical Information:Where am I in the data?
In our stimuli, we presented two maps (D and H) - both of
which were identical in many factors 2. Perceptions of maps
were diverse, with some participants believing them to be
clear (coded 8 times) or simple (6) representations of data and
others believing them to be confusing (5) or cluttered (5).

“The ones with the picture of the map, that’s kind of a cluster. To
me, I just want to pick it up and read it. I do not want to have
to just looks and see, follow the arrows to the different colored
areas” - P16, 45-54 year old, college degree

However, the notion of the personal manifested itself again
inperceptionsof these graphs.Whenparticipants commented
about the geographical data, we found at 6 instances in which
conversation focused on locations where they either live cur-
rently (looking for ‘home’) or had lived previously:

“This one was interesting because I used to live in West Virginia
... and drugs were becoming very bad in that area ... so I guess

2It’s important to note that these maps were designed to be interactive,
so while we can comment on perceptions about the static version of these
images, user comments may not translate to interactive versions.
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with seeing the states and where problems are kind of caught
my eye.” - P25, 45-54 years old, high school graduate
“It’s just a little more congested; it’s easier to read the others vs
trying to pinpoint where in a state I would be” - P6, 45-54 year
old, Associate’s degree
“I think in this one, Pennsylvania stuck out more to me than this
one.” - P20, 18-24 year old, college student
“These two [maps] are probably here because I like them less. It’s
the whole country; it’s so huge. You naturally look at your state.
It’s too busy. I’m not that thrilled with those.” – P37, 65-74 year
old, high school graduate
These perceptions held for graphs with any indications

of geography. For example, although both line graphs were
about drug abuse in the United States, Graph I was more
clearly marked with the title “Overdose Death Rates in Amer-
ica”, leading to this exchange:

“[I ranked Graph I higher] just for the simple fact that I live in
America so I thought it was pretty relevant... more than the other
one [Graph G].” - P27, 25-34 year old, high school graduate

Finally, even for graphs which were largely disliked by par-
ticipants, finding a reference to their personal context made a
dramatic impact in their ranking. Consider P37’s justification
for giving Graph E’s county heat map a high ranking (our
lowest ranked graph among participants):
“It has my own county in it. If this would have been like all the
countries of the world or something, I really wouldn’t have been
interested in it because it just affects me personally. So I think
because it is something that I can personally relate to.” – P37,
65-74 year old, high school graduate
While national trends with larger sample sizes may more

accurately communicate drug use and abuse in the United
States, our participants’ focus on their local region may have
design implications for rural populations (and perhaps more
broadly).

Social Framing:Will this help other people?
Despite our prompt, we found that a couple of participants
oriented their comments in a more external, social framing.
Instead of ranking charts and graphs based on which forms
were most effective to them, these participants were con-
cerned about the effectiveness of charts and graphs for other
people. For example, while P4 personally gravitated towards
infographics, they worried that other people would not:

“A lot of times, I think, infographics are taken less seriously than
a ‘straight chart’ because they’re a newer way of visualizing.
That’s helpful in getting your attention, but that’s what made
them fall [inmy rankings]” –P4, 25-34 year old, college degree

Similarly, P31 - a school principal - ranked infographics the
highest because of a belief that the graphical nature would be
more effective for students and their parents:

“I ranked them based on the fact that I am a [school] principal
and [which graphs] I would be wanting to show to my kids and
parents; It was based on the information that’s provided, and
then also the appeal; the visual aspect of it and what is going
to engage them” – P31, 35-44 year old, postgraduate degree

While this framing differed from the task we provided, we
should consider that the effectwas amplified given the topic at
hand. Many participants likely see the impact of opioid abuse
directly in their homecommunities.As a result, theurgencyof
communicating that information locally may be heightened.

Infographics: Clarity and Novelty
Infographics have historically been a divisive mode of data
communication,andour interviewswerenoexception-Graph
J received themost polarizing rankings of any chart (Figure 3).
As the codes in Table 1 reveal, participants who had positive
feelings about infographics (Graphs F and J) found them to
be clear (5), simple (5), and attractive (8), aligning with pre-
vious analyses of infographics [27]. However, participants
that were critical of infographics were more diverse in their
rationales, often struggling to articulate why they placed it so
low in their rankings. Those participants called them “boring”,
“bizarre like a science fiction comic book”, “childlike”, and “not
serious” (among others).

“I just don’t like that graph because it reminds me of something
you would see in amagazine and not necessarily something you
would see in a science article.” – P41, 18-24 year old, college
graduate

“It’s like the guy had access to pictures and he didn’t know when
to stop” – P33, 45-54 year old, postgraduate degree

Additionally, P8 commented that being “older” made it
harder to understand “new” information visualizations such
as infographics: “Mymind has to study it harder”.Whilewedid
not observe this sentiment as a consistent trend in older partic-
ipants, work by Harrison et al. found that infographics were
often rated lower by older people [28]. More broadly, these
perceptions seem to align with observations about novices
encountering data visualizations [15, 23, 37, 41], even as the
infographics themselves may be designed for simplicity.

Statistical familiarity: To further investigate factors that
may impact perceptions of infographics, participants who
ranked F and J significantly differently were asked about the
distinction they made. While some participants found Graph
F to be simple (4), others found it confusing (5). One possi-
ble explanation may be related to statistical familiarity and
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comfort that comes from exposure through formal education.
Consider the rationale given by P16:

“This one over here [Graph F] has a needle, but understanding
315% or 285% - that’s not realistic to me. I’m used to 10-100
percent.” - P16, 45-54 year old, college degree
While P16 was a college-educated member of the com-

munity, the other three participants who commented on the
confusing nature of Graph F were not. By contrast, all four
participants who commented on the simplicity of the same
graph either held a college degree (3) or frequently interacted
with numerical data in their work (an office manager).

Why don’t people change their rankings?
After the sources of each data visualization were revealed
(listed in Table 1), participants were given an opportunity to
change their rankings. However, 25 of 42 participants opted
to keep their initial rankings. We found that the rationale of
22 participants could be described in four categories:

• Source is irrelevant (9): expressed that the source does
not impact the data and/or presentation.

• Ranked on other criteria (5): expressed that their initial
ranking was based on other criteria (visuals, interest)
and that criteria had not changed.

• No reason (4): could not (orwas notwilling to) articulate
any reason for maintaining their rankings

• All sources are trusted (3): perceived that all sources
were equally trustworthy.

Figure 5: More educated participants were more likely to
change their rankings after seeing the graph’s source

Education: The decision not to change rankings aligned the
educational background of our participants (Fig. 5). Of the
25 participants whomaintained their rankings, 52% (13 out
of 25) never received post-secondary education (partial or

completed). In contrast, only 1 out of the 17 participants who
changed their rankings fell into the same category. While we
hesitate to offer conclusions basedon this sample, it reinforces
observations that results from studies sampling educated par-
ticipants may not generalize to other populations.

Objectivity of data: 12 of 22 participants that did not change
their ranking either expressed beliefs that the source of the
data visualization is irrelevant or that all sources were equal.
“I think that information is information no matter from where
it comes from.” – P20, 18-24 year old with some college credit,
no degree
“The origin doesn’t really matter to me, it’s just the information
they are giving you. If it’s not clear and not concise I don’t care
where it came from” - P14, 65-74 year old, college degree

The idea that “information is information” may suggest
that people subscribe an objective characteristic not only to
data, but also to visualization designs that communicate data.

Reluctance to change: Related to the observations above,
5 of 22 participants expressed attitudes suggesting that they
would not change their rankings, regardless of what new
information was introduced to them:

“I did it based on how they were easiest to read and comprehend,
so it doesn’t really matter the source as far as when you are able
to read it and comprehend it. Whether it’s a ‘business’ one or a
‘treatment’ one, I don’t think it really matters that much” – P2,
35-44 year old, college degree

Taken together, these perceptions suggest that the final
rankings in this study may not reflect participant rankings
had they been given source information in advance. For ex-
ample, when asked why he did not change his rankings, P15
revealed he “doesn’t often change his mind”. This attitude may
reflect an anchoring effect, in which the first information that
people see can dramatically impact later answers. For some
participants, this effect held even as people simultaneously
expressed beliefs about the importance of the source of data.
Consider P8, who opted not to change her ranking:
“With the social media, the way it is today, it’s hard to trust a lot
of information because you could put anything onanything; and
just because it’s there doesn’t mean it’s accurate or it’s truthful”
- P8, 55-64 year old high school graduate.

Anchoring and priming effects have only more recently
been studied in the context of data visualization, focusing
primarily on the perceptual level [28, 55]. However, if these
observations generalize, it may have design implications for
the communication of source information.
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Figure 6: Distribution of how participants changed their
rankings for each graph (N=17). Positive shifts indicate
improved changes in rankings. Charts are ordered based on
mean improvement in rankings.

Why do people change their rankings?
17 of 42 participants changed their rankings after the sources
of the data visualizations were revealed. Not surprisingly,
these participants placed a greater emphasis on the validity
of sources in comparison to their counterparts:

“Just because it looks good doesn’t mean that the information
is right, and it is more important to have the right information”
- P18, 18-24 year old, some high school but no diploma
“For me, I don’t trust things if I don’t know where it comes from.”
- P4, 25-34 year old, college graduate.

Figure6showsthedistributionof rankingchangesbygraph.
The graphs most commonly ranked higher - C: National In-
stitute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), E: Drexel University, and G:
National Vital Statistics System (NVSS) - all came from aca-
demic or government sources that were heavily criticized in
the first set of rankings. For example, C: NIDA’s depiction
of bar graphs uses crude images such as alcohol bottles or
cigarettes was perceived to be ‘childlike’, ‘not serious’, and
‘lacking credibility’. However, once the source was revealed,
8 out of 17 participants ranked them higher.

Similar to NIDA and NVSS, a chart from Drexel University
E:Drexelwas initially perceived to be themost confusing of all
of our charts, but received a positive ranking alteration from
8 participants after the source was revealed. In this case, it’s
unclear whether Drexel’s standing as an academic institution
or its position as a familiar entity (Drexel is located in Penn-
sylvania) was the driving force with participants. Locality
of source played a significant factor for at least one of our
participants in their assessment of The New York Times:

“I don’t read thisnewspaper, but even if I did like this picture, I still
won’t buy the newspaper because I don’t live in New York; The
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Figure 7: We found that rank changes in graphs tended to
align with political identity in three of our graphs: H (The
New York Times), F (AgriMed), B (Breitbart). Positive rank
changes indicate improved changes in rankings.

Sunbury paper, that’s close to here. Then Iwould read it, but I still
won’t read that one” – P7, 45-55 year old, Associate’s degree

P7’s perspective alone is clearly not enough to make gen-
eralizing claims. However, given the value that participants
placed on personal associations throughout our study, inves-
tigating the degree to which people prioritize visualizations
from local sources may offer valuable insight into how atten-
tion may be allocated towards (or away from) data.

Trust and Political Identity
While most participants valued governmental sources, no-
tions of trust and distrust varied significantly between indi-
viduals. Consider the contrasting attitudes expressed by two
participants’ about the Center for Disease Control.

“Iwouldnever trust something fromadrug companyorBreitbart,
and I would always trust something from the CDC or NIH” –
P35, 75+ year old, Ph.D., identifies as very liberal.

“I don’t trust the CDC. I believe they hide stuff.” – P16, 45-54
year old, Bachelor’s degree, identifies as very conservative.

While these perceptions were not widespread among con-
servative participants, other graphs demonstrated amore par-
tisan divide.H: The New York Times, F: AGRiMED, and B: Bre-
itbart all exemplified clearer trends that aligned with political
identity (Figure 7). Breitbart, for example, is a far-right news
outlet that expectantly drew lower rankings fromparticipants
who identified as liberals. Surprisingly, we saw similar trends
with AGRiMED, a licensed medical cannabis cultivation com-
pany - liberal participants weremore likely to drop their rank-
ingof thedatavisualization.Participantsdidnotprovidepoliti-
cal affiliation informationuntilafter completing the interview.

While these results are not surprising [2, 47], we must con-
sider how political biases and beliefs may negate the impact
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of even the most lauded institutions for data visualization
design and implementation, such as The New York Times.

5 DISCUSSION
In this study, we focused on how people in rural Pennsyl-
vania allocate their attention towards or away from data vi-
sualizations - a decision-making process that precedes the
sensemaking processes that aremore often studied in the data
visualization literature. Unfortunately, studies of this nature
often leave us with more questions than answers.
Our 42 interviews revealed a complex tapestry of moti-

vations, preferences, and beliefs that impacted the way that
participants prioritized data visualizations. We saw that par-
ticipants valued clarity and simplicity, at times gravitating
towards simple bar graphs and line charts. Other participants
assigned high value to color and visual appeal. We found that
highly educated people were more likely to value the source
of a data visualization, and that trust can align with political
identity. Each of these factors warrant more investigation,
but here we will focus on the most dominant theme in our
analysis - the impact of personal experience.

Visualizations are Personal
The most recurring theme in our analysis were decisions
framed or driven by personal experience. People that were
impacted by abuse or addiction gravitated towards graphs
that represented those substances. People often determined
the quality of a graph containing geographical information
based on how easy or difficult it was to find their home state.
Other people tended to value graphs not based on their own
understanding, but on the graph’s perceived efficacy at com-
municating to other people. Finally, one participant even sug-
gested that they would pay more attention to visualizations
from local news sources than national ones.

Accounting for these factors will likely be critical in order
to educate the general public through data visualizations, beg-
ging the questionhow canwe design systems that alignwith the
personal experiences of our audience? There has been recent
work in information visualization that paints with a broad
stroke in this direction - from using more concrete analogies
of distance [30, 32] to equipping interactive visualizations
with search bars to enable the pursuit of personal goals [16].

The additional challenge posed in this research is that per-
sonal framings may fundamentally alter attention towards or
away from a visualization before those interactions occur. For
people to engage with data, it may be necessary to not only
provide mechanisms that allow people to explore personal di-
mensions of data, but tomake sure those personal dimensions
are front-and-center in first encounters with a visualization.

The reluctance of people to change their rankings, coupled
with perceptions of data objectivity (“information is infor-
mation”), also suggest that first exposures to data may be

critical. This presents a particularly challenging problem for
designers as recent literature finds that people can be easily
manipulated by a visualization’s title alone [36]. However,
given the prevalence of misinformation, these observations
leave us with more important questions:How can platforms
ensure that the first data visualization a person sees is a reliable
one? How can we design data visualizations that are capable of
altering previously formed impressions?

Finally, the demographic indicators (in education and polit-
ical identity) that alignedwith participant priorities serve as a
reminder that data visualization studies performed primarily
withhighly educated studentsmaynot generalize to the larger
public, echoing similar observations in psychology [29].

Limitations
Our observations should be understood within the design of
our interviews - 42 participants reflecting on 10 graphs, many
at a local farmers market. It is unclear how representative
our sample is of hard-to-access, marginalized communities
in the United States. While factors of age, family income, and
educational backgrounds roughly reflected our expectations
for the region, political affiliations skewed more liberal than
voting records would suggest.

The findings in this paper should be replicated with con-
trolled studies, different populations, and larger sample sizes.
Additionally, the framing of “how useful are these visual-
izations?” should be contrasted with other framings (“how
effective?” or “how interesting?”). Further research in this
direction will need to carefully target groups that are difficult
to access through traditional means of recruitment.

Broader Impacts
Wehavemotivated this paperwith the goal of communicating
data to groups that are underrepresented in the visualization
literature. However, research that articulatesmethods of com-
munication to underrepresented groups also has the danger
of providing a road map for manipulation through misinfor-
mation.We find this potential outcome deeply unsettling, but
also one that is already steeped in reality through the infras-
tructure and incentive-structures of our online systems. For
example, people may first see a visualization in social media
or search results that are devoid of clear source information,
or recommended based on our political affiliations. Our hope
is that this research can be used to rethink the design of our
information systems to combat misinformation rather than
amplify it.
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	ABSTRACT
	Many of the guidelines that inform how designers create datavisualizations originate in studies that unintentionally ex-clude populations that are most likely to be among the “datapoor”. In this paper, we explore which factors may drive at-tention and trust in rural populations with diverse economicand educational backgrounds - a segment that is largely un-derrepresented in the data visualization literature. In 42 semi-structured interviews in rural Pennsylvania (USA), we findthat a complex set of factors intermix to inform attitudesand perceptions about data visualization - including educa-tional background, political affiliation, and personal experi-ence. The data and materials for this research can be foundat https://osf.io/uxwts/
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	1   INTRODUCTION
	Access to data can provide insight into our political, social,and physical environment. Following the development of
	web-based creation tools [7,50,51,59], the recent prevalenceof data visualization on the web has ushered in new-foundhope for broadly accessible, engaging visualizations that canempower everyday people to understand and reason withdata [57]. But what are the implications for people that do notpay attention to or understand this data?Despite the emergence of data on the web, people oftendo not maximize these new opportunities for engagement [8,35,36], with potentially dire consequences [10]. Yu contendsthat the “information poor” are disadvantaged in many di-mensions that can fundamentally alter their engagement withsociety - lack of economic resources, basic literacy and skills,necessary service infrastructure, among others [61, 62].Rural people are particularly vulnerable to informationpaucity due to economic and infrastructure challenges [10].In comparison to their urban or suburban counterparts, ruralpopulations tend to see gaps in education, income, deviceavailability, and internet access [25,45,46]. For example, Bur-rell remarks that digital inequality in rural regions is funda-mentally a matter of exclusion [10].
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	Initiatives to broaden the accessibility of visualization arehardly novel. However, while traditional efforts to improveinformation and visualization literacy typically focus on ed-ucation initiatives [1,19,20], rural education faces infrastruc-ture and funding challenges that make large-scale changesunlikely for the near future. As information visualizationcontinues to serve as a mediator for everyday people to under-stand how data describes and dictates their lives, it becomesimportant to question whether findings formed in laboratorysettings still apply to audiences in hard-to-access communi-ties that with diverse economic and educational backgrounds.In this paper, we share the results of 42 interviews withresidents of rural Pennsylvania about their attitudes towardsdata visualization in an effort to begin articulating the fac-tors that drive both perceptions of data, as well as attentiontowards data visualizations.
	2   BACKGROUND
	Communicating data to audiences with diverse backgroundscomes with a variety of challenges. Encounters with data canbe manipulated by several factors, including experience oreducation[15,22,23,37,41,44,56],biases[4,36,42,44,55,58],and attention [14,31]. Kennedy and Hall consider that severaldifferent attitudes may mediate interaction with data - aboutsubject matter, source or original location, and self-perceivedskills to decode visualizations [31]. Our focus on people in ru-ral settings is motivated by the population’s absence in the vi-sualization literature, and that gaps in education, income, andliteracy[10,25]mayimpactperceptionsofdatavisualizations.
	Which visualizations do people understand?
	Accounting for a person’s prior experience with data visu-alization is a challenge that can undermine even the mostbasic attempts to communicate data [9,38,39,41].Visualiza-tion literacymost often refers to the capability of a person“to read, comprehend, and interpret” graphs [38]. While ed-ucation is often pointed to as a driver of poor visualizationliteracy, new graphic representations that are not accompa-nied by training can cause problems for people regardless oftheir background [15,23,37,41]. Most attempts at makingdata visualizations more broadly accessible focus on variouscomponentsofeducation[19,20].Forexample,Ruchikachornand Mueller promote literacy through morphing one designinto another [49] and Alper et al. created a tablet-based webapplication to teach data visualization to K-12 students [1].Lack of familiarity may also drive surprising results withinthe data visualization community. In one telling example,graphs were used to communicate information between doc-tors and patients. Hakone et al. found that pie charts thatsampled temporal dimensions were more effective at commu-nicating change-over-time data when compared to temporalarea charts among older patients [24].
	Which visualizations do people pay attention to?
	While data visualization research typically investigates peo-ple who have already engaged with a graph, it is also criticalto identify obstacles that impede interest or attention towardsdata in the first place. These issues arise more dramaticallyin the web’s attention economy, where websites may haveas little as 50 milliseconds to make a positive impression onusers [40], and opinions about infographics may be formedwithin 500 ms [27].How can we drive attention to data withoutcompromising the integrity of the data?In the context of data visualization, the answer towhatdrives attentionis multifaceted and difficult to summarize suc-cinctly. For example, there have been renewed efforts in un-derstanding the impact of emotionondata visualization [28],as well as emotionindata visualization [8,31]. These inves-tigations often center around the value of visually rich rep-resentations of information (such as infographics), even ifsome forms distort or distract from the data. Pictographs andisotypes have studied within the context of helping commu-nicate Bayesian reasoning [43], eliciting empathy [8], andimproving engagement [26]. Focusing on indices of recall andrecognition, Borkin et al. investigates the topic ofmemorabil-itywithin the context of data visualizations [5,6], followinga study by Bateman et al. [3]. The core takeaway is that graphtitles and visual embellishments may facilitate long-term re-tention that extend beyond in-the-moment understanding.A balance is needed, however, to avoid skewing data, as bi-ases that have been well-studied in the psychology literatureareincreasinglyfoundtoplayaroleinhowpeopleunderstanddata in visualizations [4,36,42,44,55,58]. It is an importantstep to articulate how these biases manifest themselves notjust at a broad, generalized level, but also with underrepre-sented populations, which may differ in their educational andsocioeconomic profiles.Finally, there has been an emerging body of work that sit-uates data visualization more specifically within the web’sattention economy. Kim et al. found that visualizing personalandsocialpredictionsofdataonthewebcanpositivelyimpactthe recall and comprehension of that data [33,34]. Relevant tothis work, a sequence of research by Kim et al. and Hullmanet al. used simple analogies of physical measurements to aidin the understanding of abstract values [30,32]. These studiessuggest that presenting data in a personal, familiar mannermay yield positive benefits to more diverse web audiences.
	Why might rural populations be different?
	Technological barriers and the “digital divide” remain as im-portant, ongoing issues in rural America, where economicand infrastructure obstacles can fundamentally underminethe impact of emerging visualization tools and platforms [10,45,46,53]. For example, research has found that financial
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	factors in low-income communities often point to differencesin access to devices - people with lower incomes tend to bemore reliant on phones or public computers as their primaryaccess points to the internet [53,54]. Device constraints re-sult in a host of problems for interactive data visualization,which often depend on screen real estate and mouse-basedinteraction [12,17,18,48]. In addition, internet access may beintermittent, expensive, or unreliable, which can impact ac-cess to information resources. These challenges are mirroredin rural, central Pennsylvania (the focus of our study), whereuser access to high-speed internet can not be an assumption,and the long decline of the coal industry has brought with itgaps in income and education [13, 21, 52, 60].Overcoming visualization literacy is a challenge in all con-texts,butruralenvironmentsintroduceadditionalconstraints.Rural adult literacy programs face barriers due to financialresources and geographic isolation, resulting in less than 5percent of the population being served by adult educationprograms [60]. As a result, large-scale education initiativesthat necessitate widespread adoption and implementationmay not be possible.Together, these factors can drive inequality in the access ofunderstandabledata,andasaresult,contributetoinformationinequality and “the information poor” [10,61,62]. Despite ru-ralpopulations’under-representationinthedatavisualizationliterature,groupsthatmirrorthoseinruralPennsylvaniacom-pose of nearly 60 million people in the United States. It is withthis in mind that we focus on understanding which factorsdrive attention towards (and away from) data visualizations.
	3   STUDY: INTERVIEWS IN RURAL PA
	We performed a series of interviews with community mem-bers in central Pennsylvania with the goal of capturinginitialperceptionsof data visualization.
	Stimuli
	To create a basis for discussion, we selected 10 different datavisualizations that broadly involve the impact of drugs in theUnited States (Figure 4). These charts were chosen to repre-sent a diverse set of features, including form, visual appeal,and source (Table 1). For the context of this study, we definesourceas the location in which the chart was discovered, nottheoriginofthedata.Eachchartwaspresentedtoparticipantsin color on individual sheets of paper.
	Participants
	We interviewed 42 participants from three locations:
	•Staff members at a local university (13). Participantslargely identified as working in food services ascashier,line server,prep kitchen, ormanagement.
	Participant Demographic Information (N = 42)
	•Employees at a local construction site (5). Participantslargely identified as working indemolitionorlabor.•Visitorsofalocalfarmersmarket(24).Participantswerediverse in their backgrounds and occupations.
	For each participant, we collected their age, school district,politicalaffiliation(“veryliberal”(1)to“veryconservative”(7)),familiarity with graphs and charts, educational background,and the extent to which they had been personally impacted bydrugs and/or addiction (see Figure 2). Of the 28 participantsthat offered optional information about family income, 12reported combined family incomes of less than $45,000 a year.7 reported family incomes of more than $85,000 per year.
	Procedure
	We followed a semi-structured interview process that var-ied depending on participant responses. Below, we give anoverview of the interview structure, as well as the number ofparticipants that were asked each question.
	1. Introduction and consent.2. Graphs presentation and ranking. The 10 graphs in Figure 4were presented on 10 sheets of paper. Participants were givenas much timeas needed to consider thembefore responding tothefollowingprompt:“Basedonhowusefultheyaretoyou,arrange the graphs frommostuseful toleastuseful”. The fram-ing of this prompt is critical and can guide participants in anumberofdirections.Basedonaseriesofpilots,wefoundthat‘useful’ was most successful in encouraging participants toexpress their own values in the context of data visualizations.
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	Dependingontherankingsthattheparticipantsgave,wein-troduced a number of follow-up questions. The most commonwere prompted by similar graphs that were ranked differently:
	•If line graphs were ranked differently, why? (N=35)•If maps were ranked differently, why? (N=22)•If infographics were ranked differently, why? (N=16)
	3. Sources are revealed:The sources of the graphs were re-vealed on the paper (Table 1). The researcher provided a briefbackground of unfamiliar sources (e.g. “The National VitalStatistics System is part of the U.S. government’s Centers forDisease Control and Prevention (CDC)”). After revealing thesources, participants were asked if they would like to changetheir rankings, as well as their rationale.
	4. Demographics questions:Demographics were collectedafterthe interview to prevent priming participant responses.
	Interviews typically lasted approximately 15 minutes. Par-ticipants were given $10 as compensation. This study wasapproved by the IRB at Bucknell University.
	4   ANALYSIS
	To associate responses with graphs, we use a process that isinformed by the abbreviated version of grounded theory [11].Instead of using existing visualization literature or theory topre-generate a set of codes and themes, the research teamgenerated codes and themes by systematically going throughthe interview transcriptions. We use this particular process inorder to mitigate the influence of assumptions from previousvisualization research onto our group of participants. Ourprocess was as follows:
	(1)Following the completion of interviews, transcriptswere segmented to reflect the interview structure. Cod-ing was performed section-by-section and further or-ganized by graph.
	Dist. of Participant Rankings per Graph
	(2)Two members of the research team iteratively analyzedthe the transcripts, generating codes and themes untilit was believed that a saturation point was reached.(3)Independently, two additional members of the researchteam used these codes to label all 42 transcripts. Duringthis process, they generated new codes in order to bestcapture responses.(4)This data was returned to the two members of our re-search team described in (2), who revised the codes andthemes based on this input.
	The aggregated tallies of these codes, as well as the mate-rial of our study, can be found in our open repository: https://osf.io/uxwts/. When interpreting the number of instances ofeach code throughout the paper, it’s important to rememberthatduetothesemi-structurednatureofourinterviews,manyparticipants didnotmake direct comments about most graphs.
	Rankings Overview: Clarity, Simplicity, and Color
	To give an overview of participant rankings after viewingthe 10 data visualizations, Figure 3 shows the distributionofinitialrankings of each graph. The most common codesassociated with graphs across our interviews are as follows:Colorful(29)1,Confusing(29),Clear(26),Simple(26),Relatable(21),Attractive(20),Informative(19),Cluttered(17)At this high level, we broadly see themes of simplicity, clar-ity, and aesthetics that align with other categorizations in datavisualization [27,31]. While tensions between highly stylizedvisualizations that emphasize engagement and minimal de-signs that prioritize understanding echo ‘chart junk’ debatesthat have simmered for years in the HCI and visualizationcommunities [3,5,6], we observed trends among our partic-ipants that suggest they gravitated towards straightforwardvisual encodings. Simple bar graphs (Graphs A, B) and linegraphs (Graph I) emerged as among our more highly rankedcharts. For example:
	“I think the ones with the pictures or the bars and fewer lineswould probably make sense to more people, and the more detailsyou get probably it get more convoluted to people”– P2, 35-44year old, college degree
	We resist sharing over-aggregated views of the data at thisjuncture for a simple reason - the distribution of rankings inFigure 3 demonstrates diverse viewpoints that could be easilyhiddenwithinsummaryviews.Asasimpleexample,wefoundthat perceptions of clarity typically didnotrefer to a deepunderstanding of the data, but an ability to quickly extractthe gist of the data, which often involved factors independentof the visual encoding. For P7, clarity was topical in nature,
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	#    Topic                                    Type            Found on (Source)               Perceptions (Code Frequency)ASeverity   of   cannabis   vs.BarNational Institute on DrugRelatable(4),Informative(2)other drugsAbuse (NIDA)BComparison of drug, vehicle,Bar / Line       BreitBartConfusing(2),Informative(2)and firearm deaths over timeCDrug use in ‘street’ youthsIsotypeNational Institute on DrugSimple(3),Not trusted(3),Clear(2),Relat-vs. youths in householdsAbuse (NIDA)able(2)DOverdose deaths involvingMap               The EconomistClear(4),Attractive(3),Confusing(3),opioids by countyCluttered(3),Simple(3),Relatable(3)EOpioid overdose preventionHeat map       Drexel UniversityCluttered(8),Confusing(8),Clear(4),indicators for PA countiesColorful(4),Informative(4)FOverdose increase from painInfographicAgriMed (Medical Cannabis)Attractive(5),Confusing(5),Simple(4)medicationG    Drug overdoses over time       LineNational   Vital   StatisticsConfusing(6),Simple(3),Cluttered(2),System (NVSS) - CDCIntriguing(2)HOverdose deaths by countryMap               The New York TimesClear(4),Colorful(3),Relatable(3),Simple(3)(15-to-44-year olds)IOverdose death rates overLine               Business InsiderColorful(16),Attractive(6),Clear(6),timeSimple(5)J     The science of drug abuse       InfographicAlternatives  in  TreatmentInformative(4),Attractive(3),Relatable(3)(Rehab Center)Table 1: Graphs were chosen for representing diverse styles and sources. Codes are derived from interviews. Wheninterpreting frequencies, recall that many participants chose to only comment on a select group of graphs
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	telegraphed by the visual presence of a brain representingaddiction in Graph J:
	“...if you’re just walking past, and you see it and you say ‘oh thathas to do with the brain; I wanna stop and read that’. But youknow like with this one [points to Graph G], you just say ‘ohyeah it goes up; it goes down”- P7, 55-64 year old, high schoolgraduate
	Comparisons between the two line graphs - Graph G andGraph I - demonstrate how critiques of clarity and aestheticsoften blurred together for our participants. 16 participantsidentified color as a distinguishing factor in their prioritiza-tion of Graph I over Graph G (Table 1), but they were oftenambiguous as to whether color referenced general appeal oran improved visual encoding.
	“Color. The color makes it stand out more”– P17, 25-34 yearsold, high school graduate
	Whiletheterms‘confusing’and‘cluttered’werecommonlyused to critique data visualizations (29 and 17 times, respec-tively), many participants struggled to articulate any furtherreason why they disliked a particular chart. In the followingsections, we will look into individual factors that help lendinsight into these unspoken values and perceptions of datavisualizations.
	Data is Personal
	Regardless of style, clarity, or ease-of-understanding, our in-terviews served as a reminder that data can be intimate andpersonal, and that those ties may supersede many other di-mensionsofdesign.Wefoundmorethan20instancesinwhichparticipants referenced a relatable component of the graph’scontent (the coderelatability). Consider the following partic-ipants discussing why they valued Graph J - our only chartthat makes reference to alcohol:
	“Information about alcohol right there [in Graph J]. I was a func-tioning alcoholic. The most important person in my life is analcoholic. Right now that’s important to me”– P14, 65-74 yearold, college graduate
	“Well [Graph J] obviously gets me because I drink and smoke.”– P30, 25-34 year old, some high school but no diploma
	Like much of America, the opioid crisis has been especiallydestructive in central Pennsylvania - a region that has ex-perienced economic hardship in some sectors alongside thedecline of the coal industry. Our participants were no excep-tion, and the importance of communicating the dangers ofopioids emerged repeatedly during our interviews.
	“I have a few friends that died [from drug overdoses] so [GraphF] made me put it that way”– P29, 25-34 year old, high schoolgraduate
	“I picked [Graph E] because this has different counties. And youcan see which counties have the most opioids... I put [Graph G]because it’s a line graph and once again it points out that opioidis the number one cause of death...basically what it comes downto is that opioids is the number one killer in Pennsylvania”–P34, 25-34 year old, high school graduate
	“As for some of the other [graphs], I happen to know quite afew people who unfortunately happen to have an issue withopioids... and it’s something you consider... are you going to seethat person tomorrow or not?”– P30, 25-34 year old with somehigh school, but no diploma
	Personalexperiencesnotonlymoldedperceptionsofgraphsthat contained opioid data, but also graphs that didnotrefer-ence opioids. P20 said the following about disliking Graph J:
	“Because [Graph J] doesn’t show anything on it about opioidsand I think that is one of the biggest problems. It shows mari-juana, crack cocaine, cigarettes and alcohol. You don’t see manypeople dying from that.”– P20, 18-24 year old with some highschool, but no diplomaAt the conclusion of the interview, participants were askedto rate on a 1-to-7 scale how they have been personally im-pacted by drug abuse (either themselves or people they carefor). 22 of our 42 participants responded with a 5 or higher,including 8 participants responding with a 7 out of 7 (Figure 2).For most of our participants, these experiences were unspo-ken and not captured by our interviews. And yet, for thosethat were impacted so significantly, it is possible that theytrumped every other factor we analyze in this paper.
	Geographical Information: Where am I in the data?
	In our stimuli, we presented two maps (D and H) - both of2which were identical in many factors. Perceptions of mapswere diverse, with some participants believing them to beclear (coded 8 times) or simple (6) representations of data andothers believing them to be confusing (5) or cluttered (5).
	“The ones with the picture of the map, that’s kind of a cluster. Tome, I just want to pick it up and read it. I do not want to haveto just looks and see, follow the arrows to the different coloredareas”- P16, 45-54 year old, college degree
	However, the notion of the personal manifested itself againinperceptionsofthesegraphs.Whenparticipantscommentedabout the geographical data, we found at 6 instances in whichconversation focused on locations where they either live cur-rently (looking for ‘home’) or had lived previously:
	“This one was interesting because I used to live in West Virginia... and drugs were becoming very bad in that area ... so I guess
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	with seeing the states and where problems are kind of caughtmy eye.”- P25, 45-54 years old, high school graduate
	“It’s just a little more congested; it’s easier to read the others vstrying to pinpoint where in a state I would be”- P6, 45-54 yearold, Associate’s degree
	“I think in this one, Pennsylvania stuck out more to me than thisone.”- P20, 18-24 year old, college student“These two [maps] are probably here because I like them less. It’sthe whole country; it’s so huge. You naturally look at your state.It’s too busy. I’m not that thrilled with those.”– P37, 65-74 yearold, high school graduate
	These perceptions held for graphs with any indicationsof geography. For example, although both line graphs wereabout drug abuse in the United States, Graph I was moreclearly marked with the title “Overdose Death Rates in Amer-ica”, leading to this exchange:
	“[I ranked Graph I higher] just for the simple fact that I live inAmerica so I thought it was pretty relevant... more than the otherone [Graph G].”- P27, 25-34 year old, high school graduate
	Finally, even for graphs which were largely disliked by par-ticipants, finding a reference to their personal context made adramatic impact in their ranking. Consider P37’s justificationfor giving Graph E’s county heat map a high ranking (ourlowest ranked graph among participants):
	“It has my own county in it. If this would have been like all thecountries of the world or something, I really wouldn’t have beeninterested in it because it just affects me personally. So I thinkbecause it is something that I can personally relate to.”– P37,65-74 year old, high school graduate
	While national trends with larger sample sizes may moreaccurately communicate drug use and abuse in the UnitedStates, our participants’ focus on their local region may havedesign implications for rural populations (and perhaps morebroadly).
	Social Framing: Will this helpotherpeople?
	Despite our prompt, we found that a couple of participantsoriented their comments in a more external, social framing.Instead of ranking charts and graphs based on which formswere most effective to them, these participants were con-cerned about the effectiveness of charts and graphs forotherpeople. For example, while P4 personally gravitated towardsinfographics, they worried thatotherpeople would not:
	“A lot of times, I think, infographics are taken less seriously thana ‘straight chart’ because they’re a newer way of visualizing.That’s helpful in getting your attention, but that’s what madethem fall [in my rankings]”–P4,25-34yearold,collegedegree
	Similarly, P31 - a school principal - ranked infographics thehighest because of a belief that the graphical nature would bemoreeffective for students and their parents:
	“I ranked them based on the fact that I am a [school] principaland [which graphs] I would be wanting to show to my kids andparents; It was based on the information that’s provided, andthen also the appeal; the visual aspect of it and what is goingto engage them”– P31, 35-44 year old, postgraduate degree
	While this framing differed from the task we provided, weshouldconsiderthattheeffectwasamplifiedgiventhetopicathand. Many participants likely see the impact of opioid abusedirectlyintheirhomecommunities.Asaresult,theurgencyofcommunicating that information locally may be heightened.
	Infographics: Clarity and Novelty
	Infographics have historically been a divisive mode of datacommunication,andourinterviewswerenoexception-GraphJ received the most polarizing rankings of any chart (Figure 3).As the codes in Table 1 reveal, participants who had positivefeelings about infographics (Graphs F and J) found them tobe clear (5), simple (5), and attractive (8), aligning with pre-vious analyses of infographics [27]. However, participantsthat were critical of infographics were more diverse in theirrationales, often struggling to articulate why they placed it solow in their rankings. Those participants called them “boring”,“bizarre like a science fiction comic book”, “childlike”, and “notserious” (among others).
	“I just don’t like that graph because it reminds me of somethingyou would see in a magazine and not necessarily something youwould see in a science article.”– P41, 18-24 year old, collegegraduate
	“It’s like the guy had access to pictures and he didn’t know whento stop”– P33, 45-54 year old, postgraduate degree
	Additionally, P8 commented that being “older” made itharder to understand “new” information visualizations suchasinfographics:“My mind has to study it harder”.Whilewedidnotobservethissentimentasaconsistenttrendinolderpartic-ipants, work by Harrison et al. found that infographics wereoften rated lower by older people [28]. More broadly, theseperceptions seem to align with observations about novicesencountering data visualizations [15,23,37,41], even as theinfographics themselves may be designed for simplicity.
	Statistical familiarity:To further investigate factors thatmay impact perceptions of infographics, participants whoranked F and J significantly differently were asked about thedistinction they made. While some participants found GraphF to be simple (4), others found it confusing (5). One possi-ble explanation may be related to statistical familiarity and
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	comfort that comes from exposure through formal education.Consider the rationale given by P16:
	“This one over here [Graph F] has a needle, but understanding315% or 285% - that’s not realistic to me. I’m used to 10-100percent.”- P16, 45-54 year old, college degreeWhile P16 was a college-educated member of the com-munity, the other three participants who commented on theconfusing nature of Graph F were not. By contrast, all fourparticipants who commented on thesimplicityof the samegraph either held a college degree (3) or frequently interactedwith numerical data in their work (an office manager).
	Whydon’tpeople change their rankings?
	After the sources of each data visualization were revealed(listed in Table 1), participants were given an opportunity tochange their rankings. However, 25 of 42 participants optedto keep their initial rankings. We found that the rationale of22 participants could be described in four categories:
	•Source is irrelevant (9):expressed that the source doesnot impact the data and/or presentation.•Ranked on other criteria (5):expressed that their initialranking was based on other criteria (visuals, interest)and that criteria had not changed.•No reason (4):could not (or was not willing to) articulateany reason for maintaining their rankings•All sources are trusted (3):perceived that all sourceswere equally trustworthy.
	Education:The decision not to change rankings aligned theeducational background of our participants (Fig. 5). Of the25 participants who maintained their rankings, 52% (13 outof 25) never received post-secondary education (partial or
	completed). In contrast, only 1 out of the 17 participants whochanged their rankings fell into the same category. While wehesitatetoofferconclusionsbasedonthissample,itreinforcesobservations that results from studies sampling educated par-ticipants may not generalize to other populations.
	Objectivityofdata:12 of 22 participants that did not changetheir ranking either expressed beliefs that the source of thedata visualization is irrelevant or that all sources were equal.
	“I think that information is information no matter from whereit comes from.”– P20, 18-24 year old with some college credit,no degree
	“The origin doesn’t really matter to me, it’s just the informationthey are giving you. If it’s not clear and not concise I don’t carewhere it came from”- P14, 65-74 year old, college degree
	The idea that “information is information” may suggestthat people subscribe an objective characteristic not only todata, but also to visualization designs that communicate data.
	Reluctance to change:Related to the observations above,5 of 22 participants expressed attitudes suggesting that theywould not change their rankings, regardless of what newinformation was introduced to them:
	“I did it based on how they were easiest to read and comprehend,so it doesn’t really matter the source as far as when you are ableto read it and comprehend it. Whether it’s a ‘business’ one or a‘treatment’ one, I don’t think it really matters that much”– P2,35-44 year old, college degree
	Taken together, these perceptions suggest that the finalrankings in this study may not reflect participant rankingshad they been given source information in advance. For ex-ample, when asked why he did not change his rankings,P15revealed he“doesn’t often change his mind”. This attitude mayreflect ananchoring effect, in which the first information thatpeople see can dramatically impact later answers. For someparticipants, this effect held even as people simultaneouslyexpressed beliefs about the importance of the source of data.ConsiderP8, who optednotto change her ranking:“With the social media, the way it is today, it’s hard to trust a lotof information because you could put anything on anything; andjust because it’s there doesn’t mean it’s accurate or it’s truthful”- P8, 55-64 year old high school graduate.
	Anchoring and priming effects have only more recentlybeen studied in the context of data visualization, focusingprimarily on the perceptual level [28,55]. However, if theseobservations generalize, it may have design implications forthe communication of source information.
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	Dist. of Ranking Changes per Graph
	Whydopeople change their rankings?
	17 of 42 participants changed their rankings after the sourcesof the data visualizations were revealed. Not surprisingly,these participants placed a greater emphasis on the validityof sources in comparison to their counterparts:
	“Just because it looks good doesn’t mean that the informationis right, and it is more important to have the right information”- P18, 18-24 year old, some high school but no diploma
	“For me, I don’t trust things if I don’t know where it comes from.”- P4, 25-34 year old, college graduate.
	Figure6showsthedistributionofrankingchangesbygraph.The graphs most commonly ranked higher -C: National In-stitute on Drug Abuse (NIDA),E: Drexel University, andG:National Vital Statistics System (NVSS)- all came from aca-demic or government sources that were heavily criticized inthe first set of rankings. For example,C: NIDA’s depictionof bar graphs uses crude images such as alcohol bottles orcigarettes was perceived to be ‘childlike’, ‘not serious’, and‘lacking credibility’. However, once the source was revealed,8 out of 17 participants ranked them higher.Similar to NIDA and NVSS, a chart from Drexel UniversityE: Drexelwas initiallyperceived to be themost confusingofallof our charts, but received a positive ranking alteration from8 participants after the source was revealed. In this case, it’sunclear whether Drexel’s standing as an academic institutionor its position as a familiar entity (Drexel is located in Penn-sylvania) was the driving force with participants. Localityof source played a significant factor for at least one of ourparticipants in their assessment ofThe New York Times:
	“Idon’treadthisnewspaper,butevenifIdidlikethispicture,Istillwon’t buy the newspaper because I don’t live in New York; The
	Sunbury paper, that’s close to here. Then I would read it, but I stillwon’t read that one”– P7, 45-55 year old, Associate’s degree
	P7’s perspective alone is clearly not enough to make gen-eralizing claims. However, given the value that participantsplaced on personal associations throughout our study, inves-tigating the degree to which people prioritize visualizationsfromlocalsources may offer valuable insight into how atten-tion may be allocated towards (or away from) data.
	Trust and Political Identity
	While most participants valued governmental sources, no-tions of trust and distrust varied significantly between indi-viduals. Consider the contrasting attitudes expressed by twoparticipants’ about the Center for Disease Control.
	“IwouldnevertrustsomethingfromadrugcompanyorBreitbart,and I would always trust something from the CDC or NIH”–P35, 75+ year old, Ph.D., identifies as very liberal.
	“I don’t trust the CDC. I believe they hide stuff.”– P16, 45-54year old, Bachelor’s degree, identifies as very conservative.
	While these perceptions were not widespread among con-servative participants, other graphs demonstrated a more par-tisan divide.H: The New York Times,F: AGRiMED, andB: Bre-itbartall exemplified clearer trends that aligned with politicalidentity (Figure 7). Breitbart, for example, is a far-right newsoutletthat expectantlydrewlowerrankings fromparticipantswho identified as liberals. Surprisingly, we saw similar trendswith AGRiMED, a licensed medical cannabis cultivation com-pany - liberal participants were more likely to drop their rank-ingofthedatavisualization.Participantsdidnotprovidepoliti-calaffiliationinformationuntilaftercompletingtheinterview.While these results are not surprising [2,47], we must con-sider how political biases and beliefs may negate the impact
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	of even the most lauded institutions for data visualizationdesign and implementation, such asThe New York Times.
	5   DISCUSSION
	In this study, we focused on how people in rural Pennsyl-vania allocate their attention towards or away from data vi-sualizations - a decision-making process that precedes thesensemaking processes that are more often studied in the datavisualization literature. Unfortunately, studies of this natureoften leave us with more questions than answers.Our 42 interviews revealed a complex tapestry of moti-vations, preferences, and beliefs that impacted the way thatparticipants prioritized data visualizations. We saw that par-ticipants valued clarity and simplicity, at times gravitatingtowards simple bar graphs and line charts. Other participantsassigned high value to color and visual appeal. We found thathighly educated people were more likely to value the sourceof a data visualization, and that trust can align with politicalidentity. Each of these factors warrant more investigation,but here we will focus on the most dominant theme in ouranalysis - the impact of personal experience.
	Visualizations are Personal
	The most recurring theme in our analysis were decisionsframed or driven by personal experience. People that wereimpacted by abuse or addiction gravitated towards graphsthat represented those substances. People often determinedthe quality of a graph containing geographical informationbased on how easy or difficult it was to find their home state.Other people tended to value graphs not based on their ownunderstanding, but on the graph’s perceived efficacy at com-municating tootherpeople. Finally, one participant even sug-gested that they would pay more attention to visualizationsfrom local news sources than national ones.Accounting for these factors will likely be critical in orderto educate the general public through data visualizations, beg-gingthequestionhow can we design systems that align with thepersonal experiences of our audience?There has been recentwork in information visualization that paints with a broadstroke in this direction - from using more concrete analogiesof distance [30,32] to equipping interactive visualizationswith search bars to enable the pursuit of personal goals [16].The additional challenge posed in this research is that per-sonal framings may fundamentally alter attention towards oraway from a visualizationbeforethose interactions occur. Forpeople to engage with data, it may be necessary to not onlyprovide mechanisms that allow people to explore personal di-mensions of data, but to make sure those personal dimensionsare front-and-center in first encounters with a visualization.The reluctance of people to change their rankings, coupledwith perceptions of data objectivity (“information is infor-mation”), also suggest that first exposures to data may be
	critical. This presents a particularly challenging problem fordesigners as recent literature finds that people can be easilymanipulated by a visualization’s title alone [36]. However,given the prevalence of misinformation, these observationsleave us with more important questions:How can platformsensure that the first data visualization a person sees is a reliableone? How can we design data visualizations that are capable ofaltering previously formed impressions?Finally, the demographic indicators (in education and polit-ical identity) that aligned with participant priorities serve as areminder that data visualization studies performed primarilywithhighlyeducatedstudentsmaynotgeneralizetothelargerpublic, echoing similar observations in psychology [29].
	Limitations
	Our observations should be understood within the design ofour interviews - 42 participants reflecting on 10 graphs, manyat a local farmers market. It is unclear how representativeour sample is of hard-to-access, marginalized communitiesin the United States. While factors of age, family income, andeducational backgrounds roughly reflected our expectationsfor the region, political affiliations skewed more liberal thanvoting records would suggest.The findings in this paper should be replicated with con-trolled studies, different populations, and larger sample sizes.Additionally, the framing of “how useful are these visual-izations?” should be contrasted with other framings (“howeffective?” or “how interesting?”). Further research in thisdirection will need to carefully target groups that are difficultto access through traditional means of recruitment.
	Broader Impacts
	We have motivated this paper with the goal of communicatingdata to groups that are underrepresented in the visualizationliterature. However, research that articulates methods of com-munication to underrepresented groups also has the dangerof providing a road map for manipulation through misinfor-mation. We find this potential outcome deeply unsettling, butalso one that is already steeped in reality through the infras-tructure and incentive-structures of our online systems. Forexample, people may first see a visualization in social mediaor search results that are devoid of clear source information,or recommended based on our political affiliations. Our hopeis that this research can be used to rethink the design of ourinformation systems to combat misinformation rather thanamplify it.
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